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Stuff From the President 
 
Thunder Down Under 07 
This was one hell of a weekend, busy, tiring, hard work lots of fun a steep learning 
curve and really good company. 
7 Aussie boaters and three partners made the trip and from what they have said, 
they really enjoyed the experience and the hospitality that we were able to extend to 
them. They showed us a thing or two and at the same time we were able to show 
them a few different things as well.  
When we combined the 7 Aussies with 20 Kiwis and we have the largest event we 
have had for years. 
 
From an event perspective, the programme we prepared and the number of events 
available made it long and hard work. 5:30am starts and midnight finishes after 
socialising and doing results (with the exception of one night because I could not stay 
awake) were hard going. The benefit however is what you can learn from people who 
are doing a different version of the same thing over a drink or a meal. 
 
The Aussies were great, good to talk to, very helpful and informative and they 
enjoyed a bit of fun and didn’t object to being the subject of a bit of mud slinging. 
They gave as good as they got. 
 
The regatta report will cover the racing etc but I would like to dwell a little on what I 
got out of the weekend for the NZMPBA and perhaps the future of model boating in 
this country. 
 
Since our last AGM we have been pondering the classes we have (too many) the 
type of racing we do, (more than the res of the world) and the structure of our 
regattas. These are all key elements in making our sport and hobby more enjoyable 
and more attractive to new participants. 
 
The big disappointment from my perspective was the lack of locals. Considering the 
numbers in Auckland especially with electric boats, it was disappointing to not see 
them come down and run, the same could also be said for the Waikato boaters, 
especially in the petrol classes.  
We are trying hard to promote electric and petrol classes and here was the perfect 
opportunity to see where we are placed. The petrols that were there certainly showed 
how competitive they were and put on some really good racing. The electrics were 
impressive but there weren’t enough of them. 
 
So what did I get out of the weekend? 

1. Our monos are not competitive with theirs and vice versa. I thought our multi 
boats would be a closer match for speed than they were, but they were in fact 
miles behind. 

2. Petrol hydro and cats etc were competitive for both speed and handling. 
3. I believe glow hydro and tunnels would probably be competitive as well but 

fuel and final power output might make the difference. 
4. Aussie events have larger entries so they run mixed heats which keeps people 

busy during the day because their event is split up. We have run like this in the 
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past as well (for large events) but it means that you need to have dedicated 
boats motors and radio gear for every event. 

5. The Aussies don’t use a matrix scoring system, they use a points based 
system depending on your finish position, similar to that now used in the scale 
series. 

6. Electric boats can go really fast. 12 cell stock, 12 cell open and open electrics 
all put on great displays and hopefully it has generated a lot more interest in 
the potential that this side of our sport has to offer. 

 
What did the Aussies Learn? 

1. They were very interested in our off shore Marathon (endurance) racing, 20 
minute heats was seen to be fun and a challenge.  

2. They were also interested in our C1 (61) class. A cheap entry level class with 
restricted performance ensuring competitive racing and especially in a deep 
vee so you can race them when the water roughs up. 

3. Teams racing with sprint boats is a lot of fun and something they are planning 
to try at an event soon. They really enjoyed this event. 

 
So what happens now? 
Still more discussion and debate is required to sort out our future. We have been 
invited to view some of the AMPBA rules on their web site and have a look at the 
guides they are preparing for their electric classes. 
 
I think we need fewer classes (boat types) and we need to look at the difference 
between endurance racing as we currently do it and oval racing for the monos. 
Our off shore class was again the largest class at the event and perhaps we need to 
give it some more status somehow so that most people will be keen to have one. 
 
A big thanks to NZ Steve, Debbie and Aussie Steve for all of the effort put into 
making this thing happen, we are looking forward to the next one. 
 
The Aussies are also keen to see some Kiwis over there to compete and there are a 
number of events that we could attend, I am keen to go as are a number of others, all 
we have to do is sort out what type of event we want to attend. 
 
We will have more details about the options once we get them. 
 
Competitor Responsibilities 
At the first round of the Scale series we had an incident were a light weight Gazebo 
took off in the wind and landed on a car or two causing some damage. While this is 
accidental, it is the responsibility of the person putting the gazebo up to make sure 
that it is secure and safe and if something goes wrong they need to make sure that 
they can claim against their own insurance. This isn’t the first time we have had one 
of these things take off and it probably won’t be the last time either because in some 
venues like the gravels at Palmerston North they are difficult to peg down. I believe 
the issue has been amicably resolved which is great because we don’t need these 
incidents impacting on our activities, things are difficult enough as it is. 
 
The same has to be said for the equipment and tools etc that we leave laying around 
during the day. Our pits are not secure and I don’t really want them to be (the closer 
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we can get people to the action the more likely they are to want to become involved) 
but we need to be cautious about what we leave where, radio gear, cameras and 
tools are all good targets and when we are racing, most people are looking the wrong 
way to also be able to watch our stuff. 
Just something to think about. 
 
 
Silver Cup Hydrofest Report, Lake Hakanoa, Huntly - 10th & 11th March 2007. 
 
I guess from my point of view in some ways I was treating this event as bit of a warm 
up for the Easter regatta, what I didn’t really think thru was that trying to run this 
event at a time when the biggest amount of energy needed to go into the Easter 
event was going to cross over. 
In any case, it all worked out. 
I was very pleased that we achieved an entry level that was some what bigger than 
normal, made up of the regulars, a couple of guys coming back after quite a long 
break and some new faces too. 
Saturdays weather was perfect all day, it was obvious that some had not prepared 
quite as well as they might and there were a lot of DNFs, by contrast, some of our 
newbies, Dan Rogers and Paul Lindberg had very good runs. 
I had decided to try to simplify the points system for the sprint events and at the 
same time end up with a closer competition, we did away with the stop watch’s and 
used a points per place build up to get overall placings, it certainly made it easier for 
pit people and definitely kept the points close, see the results. 
We also introduced other events into the format, running the tunnel classes on the 
oval, to create the time to do this we have dropped some other events such as the 1 
lap sprints for Sport 45 and C Scale, also the Most Authentic Judging, we will monitor 
the standard of presentation and if things start to slip we may have to think that over 
again. 
Sunday was one of contrast, quite blustery and rough conditions, perfect for the 
offshore stuff and a good test, unfortunately for some events like C Hydro it proved a 
bit much, I don’t think I got past the first corner once and others not much further 
most of the time either. 
C Tunnel was a well contested event with lots of really close starts and consistent 
runs, great entertainment for spectators and racers alike. 
Some of the notable points were young Dan Rogers at his first Hi points event 
winning Offshore, awesome effort and mature driving display showing us all how it is 
done, it will be interesting to see if he can continue this thru the series overall, others 
are not to far off the pace…. 
Paul Lindberg winning Petrol Hydro Matrix, again a new comer to the series, again, 
will he be able to fight off the others in what is a closely contested class… 
The inclusion of the petrol classes has been a good gain for these regattas, not just 
by virtue of the actual numbers but the people they bring, all good value and 
generally a laugh a minute, and those petrol boats really do go, wicked racing to 
watch, it was not un-common to hear others whispering, “I gotta get me one of those” 
!!! me included, but is really in the 3 year plan  realistically. 
All  up I’m sure everyone had a great time, we now have a couple of months break till 
the next Hi Point regatta, so use the time to get those boats reliable and fast and I 
will see you all there next time. 
 Regs, TUI. 
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Silver Cup regatta results. 
 
Offshore Hi Points series Most laps after round 1 
1 D Rogers  84 
2 G Binns  79 
3 D Harris  56 
4 T Trott   55 
5 A Meek  51 
6 P Lindberg  50 
7 W Dennison  49     
8 P  Collier  48 
9 D VanHausen 48  
10 N Plumpton  39 
11 M Lee   29 
12 K Orielly  16 
13 J Nicholls  11 
14 G Clarkson  8 
 
B Hydro Matrix     C Hydro Matrix 
1 J Nicholls  16   1= N Plumpton  6 pts 
2          N Plumpton  15   1= G Binns  6 
3         S Trott  12   rest dnf 
4        M Lee   10     
 
Petrol Hydro Matrix     Petrol Tunnel matrix 
1 P Lindberg  27 pts   1 D Harris  9 pts 
2 T Belle  20   2 D Van Hussen 7 
3 D Harris  18   3 J Nicholls  5 
 
C Tunnel Matrix 
1 S Trott  32 
2 P Collier  25 
3 D Rogers  20 
4 N Plumpton  16 
5 G Binns  11 
 
 
Sport 45 hydro.     Sport 45 Silver Cup Trophy Final 
Heat Racing 
1= M Lee  Oh Boy Oberto 21 1 M Lee 
1= J Nicholls Ladybug  21 rest dnf 
 P Collier Elray   dnf 
 G Binns Blackley Const dnf 
 
Sport 45 Hydro Hi Points series after round 1 
1 S Trott  Oh Boy Oberto 25 
2 J Nicholls Ladybug  21 
3 P Collier Elray   0 
4 G Binns Blackly Cont  0 
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C Scale Hydro. 
 
Heat racing      C Scale Hydro Silver Cup Trophy 
Final 
1 J Nicholls Maddison  17 1 M Lee 
2 S Trott Executone  16  2 S Trott 
3 M Lee  Oh Boy Oberto 9 Rest dnf 
 
 Scale Hydro Hi Points series after round 1. 
S Trott  Executone  19 
J Nicholls  Maddison  17 
M Lee             Oh Boy Oberto 13 
 
 
 
 
 
Stuff for Sale 
 

F1 Tunnel     
 

Scratch Built OB Tunnel 7.5cc    
 

Deep Vee suit 3.5    
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54” petrol deep vee, base only    
 

42” cat base only  
 

Jet Stream 800 electric  
 

Short Electric Hull         
 

45 / 67 outboard leg (New)     
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3.5 outboard bits, motor and leg parts  
 

Misc Servos and transmitters        
 
2 x 3.5 pipes 

3.5 Magic muffler  
 

Selling on behalf    
Looking for reasonable offers 
 
Contact Grant Binns  (06) 3551 625  binns@blackley.co.nz
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Thunder Down Under, Easter 2007 - Lake Hakanoa, Huntly. 
 
About 9 or 10 months prior to this event, a forwarded e mail arrived on my pc from a 
guy named                  Steve Tomvald, he was looking for someone to tell him about 
NZs national titles and races etc. 
He was interested in getting a group of his fellow boaties together to come over from 
Australia to race with us here. 
Many years ago the concept of a trans-Tasman event had been discussed but it 
never really went anywhere, there had been a number of us from NZ that had gone 
overseas to race but had never really unearthed the opportunity to get anything 
happening here. 
In any case, between Steve and myself, we fired a massive number of e mails back 
and forth exploring all the things necessary to make this event happen. 
It eventually got to the point where I had enough info to present the whole idea to the 
NZ committee and the response was great, however, I think we all realized that there 
would be a lot of hours to put into the event and since I had started it I was left to 
coordinate the whole thing, fine by me, as I new I could count on every ones support. 
The communication with Steve never ceased and we had developed all of the dates 
and events necessary, from there it was more of a local effort in sorting out a venue 
and all of the physical and financial resources, 
Considering that we have 2 international airports within a 1hour drive of Lake 
Hakanoa then it made perfect sense to run the regatta there, we booked the venue 
and were able to use the yacht club facilities  which contained every thing necessary. 
As scheduled all of the entry details were sent out and then it was a matter of waiting 
to see if the event would actually get the support required competitor wise, in the 
mean time organizing of other stuff continued. 
I must admit that I started to get very nervous about the event falling over as the 
entry close date was looming and there were very few entries, it seems to be a 
culture in r/c boating that most leave this stuff till the last minute, from an organizers 
point of view, I really wish it wasn’t that way !! 
In any case the entries came flooding in and all of a sudden we had a beast of an 
event on our hands, certainly the biggest we have had in NZ for a lot of years. 
At this point I must thank all of you who then backed me up in getting the whole thing 
together, an awesome team effort, the best part is we now know what it takes and 
should be a little easier next time !! yeah right !! 
We wound up with a team of about 12 Ozzy visitors who were a fantastic bunch to 
host, great vibes and fun through out the whole weekend. 
We started off by catching up with them all at the Lake while we were setting up on 
the Wednesday, then we saw some of their boats in action on the Practice day, 
Thursday. For the few of us Nzers there, we quickly realised they had some very 
good gear…. 
That evening we got together for a few social drinks at the Regatta HQ, and a few 
more of our locals arrived too, as the night went on it turned into quite a session and 
in typical Doris fashion the first recipient of the “TIT if The Day” trophy was decided, 
one of our Ozzy visitors, Shane Deacon was awarded this at drivers brief on the first 
day and really set the scene not only for himself but the rest of the entire event.  
As the event progressed, it was all very busy, we had a lot of events to get thru and 
the days were long…  
Luckily we had near flat water every day which allowed us to see the best of 
performance from everyone, our visitors boats, especially the electrics were 
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something special to see, we finally got to understand what a “fast electric” really is.   
FAST !!! 
In fact all the Ozzies boats were so well presented and went so well it made a lot of 
us rethink the sort of effort we actually put into our gear. 
I’m not even going to try and cover all the racing highlights as there are simply too 
many and I was kinda busy and missed a fair bit too, what I can say is if you missed 
this regatta I strongly recommend when we do run another that you make it along 
next time, it will be bigger and better, the key thing from it all is that it has provided a 
great stimulus for us to go forward from, there is also the invitation for us to go to 
Ozzy in 2008 for some of their events, we will get more info on these and release it 
soon… the first is an International Challenge in January in Sydney where a number 
of American racers are going to be at too. 
So to finish, it was a privilege to host our friends from across the ditch, we enjoyed 
their company and expertise, most of all, thanks to you all that helped out, (you know 
who you are) that made this all possible with great dedication and team work….. 
 
Cheers, TUI. 
 

 
Petrol Cat of Damein Van Hussen – Photo by Jeremy Ward – www.shot360.co.nz 
 
 

 
 
Two photo’s taken by  Jeremy Ward – www.shot360.co.nz 
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Thunder Down Under Results       
Friday   Quickest     Quickest 
Sport 45 hydro Time Lap Time  Open Electric Time Lap Time 
Trott Tui 461.4   Tony  Jones 912 1,26.0 
Weake Bungle 424.7 1,42.3  Shane Deacon 206.9 1,53.1 
Binns Doris  406.5 2,01.44      
Wong Grasshopper 363.5       
McNaught Elvis 192   12 Cell Stock   
John Nicholls 190.8   Graham Mason 571.8 2,40.0 
Christiansen Slick    Shane Deacon 571.8 2,37.4 
Collier James Taylor    Adam Tomvald 345  
     Binns Doris    
67 Tunnel         
Collier James Taylor    12 Cell Open    
Binns Doris     Steve Tomvald 436 2,21 
Wong Grasshopper    Shane Deacon   
Dan Rogers        
         
21 Mono     Stock Electric   
Frank Jones 365 2,09  Binns Doris    
Plumpton Father Ted 259.9   Dennison Wilber   
McNaught Elvis 221.7   Belworthy Harry Potter   
Kockott Jumbo 164.6 2,45.4      
         
90 Mono         
Tony  Jones 934 1,26      
Christiansen Slick 715.1 2,05.1  Semi Scale Offshore Laps  
Collier James Taylor 609.8   Belle Tospot 1 100  
Plumpton Father Ted 141.1   Damein Van Hussen 99  
Paul Lindberg    Collier James Taylor 75  
     Christiansen Slick 73  
Petrol Tunnel     Harris Tospot 2 66  
Harris Tospot 2 856.1 1,42.5  Trott Tui 65  
Belle Tospot 1 627.6 1,45.2  Rutledge LM 61  
Rob Cornor 513.4   Binns Doris  56  
Damein Van Hussen 425.6   Kockott Jumbo 56  
John Nicholls 260.9   Plumpton Father Ted 52  
McNaught Elvis    Paul Lindberg 47  
Lindberg     Dennison Wilber 39  
Tomvald     Dan Rogers 34  
Rogers     John Nicholls 31  
     Wong Grasshopper 29  
C1 Mono     Andrew Meek 24  
Weake Bungle 747.7 2,06.7  Trott Gremlin 14  
Collier James Taylor 704.4   McNaught Elvis   
Trott Tui 586.4 2,06.5      
Christiansen Slick 547.3       
Trott Gremlin 540.1       
Meek  424.6       
Binns Doris  299.2       
Dennison Wilber 289.2       
McNaught Elvis 173.5       

Wong Grasshopper 149.8 
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Saturday         
67 Scale Hydro    45 Tunnel    
Weake Bungle 789.8 1,43.4  Dan Rogers 386.7 2,09.5 
Trott Tui 549.9   Wong Grasshopper 369.1  
Rutledge LM 203.3 1,36.7  Lindberg  183.6 2,26.4 
John Nicholls 196.2       
Dan Rogers        
     45 Hydro    
     Rutledge LM 873.9 1,37.4 
90 Tunnel     Collier James Taylor 633.7  
Rutledge LM 897.2 1,41.3  Weake Bungle 587.7 1,33.1 
Trott Tui 813.3   Christiansen Slick 579.7  
Plumpton Father Ted 616.6   Plumpton Father Ted 431.3  
Collier James Taylor 517.6   Wong Grasshopper 425.7  
Paul Lindberg 225.3 1,44.7  Trott Tui 328.3  
Binns Doris  199.1   Paul Lindberg   
Kockott Jumbo    Kockott Jumbo   
Dan Rogers        
Wong Grasshopper        
     45 Mono    
90 Hydro     Frank Jones 890 1,41.0 
Christiansen Slick 965.7 1,16.9  Kockott Jumbo 717.5 2,15.2 
Rutledge LM 695.6   Collier James Taylor 620.1  
Steve Tomvald 677 1,36.34  Rutledge LM 307.3  
Collier James Taylor 657.6   Plumpton Father Ted   
Graham Mason 469.4 1,32.72  Dan Rogers   
Paul Lindberg 373.4       
Plumpton Father Ted 222.3       
Binns Doris  208.3       
Trott Tui 190.9 1,19.3      
John Nicholls 146.3       
Andrew Meek        
Belle Tospot 1        
         
         
Sunday         
67 Hydro     45 Open Oval   
Rutledge LM    Tony Jones 700 1,30.0 
Wong Grasshopper    Weake Bungle 622.5  
Collier James Taylor    Plumpton Father Ted 616.5  
     Christiansen Slick 600.6  
     Kockott Jumbo 481.6  
Petrol Hydro     Collier James Taylor 221.7 1,48.3 
Paul Lindberg 884 1,37.7  Rutledge LM 203.1  
Damein Van Hussen 659.7 1,39.4  Trott Tui   
Harris Tospot 2 645.7   Dan Rogers   
Dan Rogers 636.3   Paul Lindberg   
Belle Tospot 1 206.7   Wong Grasshopper   
Rob Cornor        
Steve Tomvald        
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67 Open Oval    90 Open Oval   
Binns Doris  773.5 1,44.9  Rutledge LM 676.7 1,29.3 
Rutledge LM 754.4 1,24.59  Christiansen Slick 709 1,25.2 
Collier James Taylor 203.3   Plumpton Father Ted 421.9  
Dennison Wilber    Dan Rogers 371.7  
Dan Rogers    Collier James Taylor 227.5  
     Trott Tui   
Petrol Open Oval    Tony  Jones   
Paul Lindberg 872.2 1,33.4  Paul Lindberg   
Graham Mason 871.1   Wong Grasshopper   
Damein Van Hussen 647.1 1,34.8  Kockott Jumbo   
Belle Tospot 1 453.2       
Dan Rogers 184.4       
Rob Cornor        
McNaught Elvis        
Andrew Meek        
Steve Tomvald        
Harris Tospot 2        
John Nicholls        
         
         
Monday         
Open Hydro     Teams Race  Laps  
Harris Tospot 2 856   Aussie's  209  
Rutledge LM 445.6   Central Black Diamonds 199  
Steve Tomvald 430   Wellington Washouts 180  
Collier James Taylor 407   Auckland Tospots 178  
Damein Van Hussen 399       
Christiansen Slick 250 1,20.1      
Trott Tui 246 1,23.3      
Rob Cornor        
Plumpton Father Ted        
         
         
Thunder Down Under Regional Challenge      
Aussie  320       
Auckland  310       
Wellington  270       
Central  240       
Manawatu  120       

 

 
 
Take a look at Jeremy’s web site – www.shot360.co.nz for photo’s of each days  
action.  You can order copies of these at reasonable prices.
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Another cat action photo by shot360  
 
 

 
Steve Tovald’s open electric in action. This boat required absolutely flat water to get 
the best from it, very quick. – shot360 photo. 
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BASIC FUEL CHARACTERISTICS 
 
Prepared by Peter Collier from information available on the internet at: 
http://www.turbofast.com.au/racefuel.html 
http://www.turbofast.com.au/racefuel15.html 
 

GENERAL DESCRIPTION 

METHANOL (Methyl Alcohol) CH30H is a 
volatile, highly inflammable, water-clear liquid 
with a mildly spirituous odour. Miscible with 
water or nitromethane in all proportions and 
almost all with petrol.  

BASIC CHARACTERISTICS 

Flash 
Point  

Boiling 
Point  

Freezing 
Point  

Specific 
Gravity  

Lbs/Gall 
approx  

F C  F C  F C      
 61 16  148 64 -144 -97 0.796    8 

NITROMETHANE CH3NO2 
is an inflammable water-clear liquid with a 
mild odour, containing approximately 53% by 
weight of oxygen. Water will mix with 
nitromethane to the extent of 2.5% only, by 
volume. 

 110 43  214 101 -20 -29   1.13  
11.25 

ACETONE (Dimethyl Ketone) CH3COCH3 
is a highly volatile, highly inflammable, water-
clear liquid with a strong, sharp, characteristic 
odour. Miscible with all the chemicals listed 
here, and water. 

 0 -18   133 56  -138 -94  0.791   8 

ETHER (Diethyl Ether) C2H5OC2H5 
is an extremely volatile, highly inflammable, 
water clear liquid with a strong, lingering, 
characteristic odour. Miscible with all the 
chemicals listed here but not with water. 

-40 -40  95 35   -183 -116  0.714   7 

BENZOLE, (Benzene) C6H6 
is an inflammable water-clear liquid with a dull 
sweet odour Miscible in most proportions with 
all the chemicals listed here but not with 
water. 

 12 -11  176 80   41  5    0.879 8.75 

NITROBENZENE C6H5NO2 
is an inflammable, yellow, oily liquid with a 
strong odour of almonds. Miscible in most 
proportions with all the chemicals listed here 
but not with water. 

 190 88  412 211  41  5    1.20    12 

PROPYLENE OXIDE (1 :2. Epoxypropane) 
CH3-CH-CH2 
is an extremely volatile, very reactive, highly 
inflammable, water-clear liquid with a light 
gaseous odour. Miscible with all the chemicals 
listed here but only partially with water. 

 32  0   93 34  -155 -104  0.83   
8.25 

UCON LB625 (Polyalkalene glycol) 
A water-clear synthetic lubricating oil with 
exceptionally high film strength  properties. 
Miscible with all the chemicals listed here but 
not with water. 

 430 221 -  -   -25 - 32    1.0    10 
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Conservative 
Maximum 

Compression 
Ratio  

Air/Fuel 
Ratio for 

Max Power 
lbs/lbs  

Energy from 
Combustion 

B.T.U/lb  

Cooling 
Effect (Latent 

heat of 
Vapooisation) 

B.T.U./lb   

Use in Internal Combustion Engines  

Methanol  17 : 1       4.5 : 1     9770         472

Methanol permits the use of very high 
compression ratios when unsupercharged or 
high boost pressures when supercharged. The 
large cooling effect increases volumetric 
efficiency and is of particular use in the 
supercharged engine reducing charge 
temperature after compression. A tendency to 
pre-ignition is most noticeable at weak mixture 
levels. 

Nitromethane 

6.5 : 1 

(10 : 1 with 
rich 

mixtures)  

2.5 : 1 to 
0.5:1 at least 5000  258  

 

Nitromethane enables considerable power 
increases to be obtained (70 percent minimum 
with proper use). Most often used blended with 
methanol, in various proportions to provide 
power increases consistent with engine strength, 
etc. A tendency to detonation is reduced by an 
increase in mixture strength, reduction in engine 
temperature, reduction in compression ratio or 
the addition of methanol. 

Acetone     17 : 1     9.4 : 1    12,500      225 
   approx 

As a basic fuel acetone appears to have all the 
required characteristics, these in general lying 
midway between methanol and petroleum. An 
exception is its very high anti-knock rating which 
approaches that of methanol. Other uses are as 
an additive to other fuels, notably to methanol to 
reduce pre-ignition sensitivity and promote easier 
starting under low temperature conditions, up to 
10 percent for this purpose. 

Ether     4 : 1      9.8 : 1    15,000     153 

Not used as a basic fuel in spark ignition engines 
due to its very low knock-rating, but this 
characteristic is desirable in the small high-speed 
diesel engine where it is used in relatively large 
percentages (approx. 15 percent to 35 percent 
by volume) as an additive. Its volatile nature and 
low flash point make it useful as an additive up to 
5 percent) to improve starting and give a rapid 
throttle response. 

Benzole    15 : 1     10.8 : 1    17,300     153 

Most often used blended with methanol to give a 
greater energy per unit volume with reduction in 
the latent heat vapourisation, this being a 
compromise often used for long distance racing 
where fuels other than petrol are allowed. 

Nitrobenzene   not known   8 : 1       10,800     143 

Blended in very small proportions with other fuels 
it is thought to act as an ignition accelerator. As 
this material has a strong odour even after 
combustion it is sometimes used as an additive 
in other fuels (approx. 0.5 percent) to mask the 
normal exhaust odour making it difficult to detect 
the base fuel type. 

Propylene 
Oxide   not known   9.6 : 1     14,000     220 

Used as an ignition accelerator additive 
particularly with nitromethane (up to 20 percent 
by volume with pure nitromethane) where 
noticeable increases in power are possible. 
Easier starting and smoother running are other 
benefits when blended with most other fuels (up 
to 5 percent) 
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Ucon  
At 0 F this oil compares to SAE 20 at the same 
temperature, and at 210 F it compares to SAE 50 at the 
same temperature 

Used to advantage in all two stroke engines 
operating on fuel/oil mixtures. The unusually high 
film strength properties allowing a reduction in 
the amount of oil in the fuel by as much as 55 
percent. Of particular use in very small high 
speed two stroke engines where the normal oil 
content can be up to 30 percent of the total 
volume, with the attendant restriction on the 
amount of fuel that can be burnt. 
 

Methanol  

Corrosion 

• Magnesium: Attacked.  
• Tin: White deposit (long term). 
• Polythene: Cracks (long term). 
• Paints: Most attacked 

severely.  
• Perspex: Attacked.  

Handling 

Poisonous; do not allow to come into 
contact with skin as repeated 
absorption may have long term effects 
on health.  

Nitromethane 

• Copper/Alloys: May be 
attacked.  

• Polythene: Generally 
resistant.  

• Paints: Most attacked 
severely.  

• Perspex: Attacked.  

Do not allow to come into contact with 
caustic soda, amines or hydrazine. 
Pipeline pressures must be kept below 
100-lb/sqlin. 

Acetone  

• Metals: Resistant.  
• Polythene: Cracks (long term). 
• Paints: Most attacked 

severely.  
• Perspex: Attacked.  
• Neoprene: Some attack. 

Low flash point presents considerable 
fire risk. Extinguish with dry powder or 
CO2. 

Ether  

• Metals: Resistant.  
• Polythene: Cracks (long term). 
• Paints: Most attacked 

severely.  
• Perspex: Attacked.  
• Neoprene: Some attack.  

Very low flash point presents serious 
fire and explosion risks. Vapour is 
heavier. than air and anaesthetic. 

Benzole  

• Metals: Resistant.  
• Polythene: Generally 

resistant.  
• Paints: Some attacked.  
• Perspex: Some attack.  

Poisonous; strong vapours must not be 
inhaled, may affect blood tissues 
permanently. 

Nitrobenzene  As for benzole  Very poisonous; do not allow to come 
into contact with skin or inhale vapour. 

Propylene 
Oxide  

• Metals: Most resistant.  
• Polythene: Cracks (long term). 
• Paints: Most attacked 

severely.  
• Perspex: Attacked.  
• Neoprene: Some attack.  

A very reactive chemical, must not be 
allowed to come into contact with 
copper/alloys or rust, reaction may be 
violent. 
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Ucon  No problems  No problems  

      

 
Proposed Calendar - 2007  
Event    Venue     Date 
International Thunder Huntly      5/9th Apr      
Down Under Challenge    
Queens B’thday  Blenheim     2/4th June 
Matrix / Endurance 1  TBA      16/17th June 
Scale 2   TBA      15/16th Sept  
Matrix / Endurance 2 TBA       20/22nd Oct 
Scale 3    TBA      17/18th Nov 
Taupo Offshore  Taupo      TBA 
 
Can clubs contact me to let us know of any significant club events so we can add 
them to the calendar – Ed. 
 
 
 

HIGH PERFORMANCE MODELS 
PHONE/FAX: 09 428-5874 

HIGH PERFORMANCE MODELS 
PHONE/FAX: 09 428-5874 

Email: HighPerformanceModels@xtra.co.nz
11 Peninsular Plaza 

707 Whangaparoa Rd 
Hibiscus Coast 

 
High Performance Models for all your Model Power Boat Requirements 

We have a full range of CMB and Zenoah  Engines.  
Graupner Motors 

 Speedmaster, Octura, Prather and Aeromarine Hardware.  
Aeromarine, Phantom and  Prather Boats. Classic Hydros.  

ABC, Prather and Octura Props.  
 
 

www.highperformancemodels.com
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:HighPerformanceModels@xtra.co.nz
http://www.highperformancemodels.com/
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MOTORS, HULLS, HARDWARE & 
ACCESSORIES FOR COMPETION AND 
SPORT 
 
 

OCTURA            PROPSHOP          O.S  
 

PROPS & HARDWARE             HIGH QUALITY PROPS   ENGINES, MOTOR  
READY TO GO   PARTS, GLOWS 

        
      FUTABA             DUMAS 
RADIO GEAR, SERVOS      ELECTRIC BOAT KITS 
 

 
 SULLIVAN        B.H HANSEN 
FUEL TANKS &    ZENOAH PARTS,  
ACCESSORIES       EXHAUSTS     
 
 
HOBBYSMART 15 Old Coach Road, Havelock, Marlborough, Ph/Fax: 03 5742192 
Email: hobbysmart@xtra.co.nz   Web: WWW.HOBBYSMART.CO.NZ 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Wanted – enthusiastic person with a bent on getting news together and 
publishing it for PROPSHAFT. 

Unfortunately my fire is just about out – therefore someone needs to step 
up to take this responsible position for the future news of model boating 

in NZ. 
 

Apply to the President 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

mailto:hobbysmart@xtra.co.nz


 
Contact Tony Belle 
Phone: (09) 299 3644 
Mobile: (021) 034 0912 
Email: 
abmarine@xtra.co.nz 

 
 
 

 
 Manufacturer and supplier of quality RC boats and 

accessories. 
Specializing in performance RC gas boats and 
hardware.  
New Zealand's largest range of high performance 

INSANE HYDRO 

Engines and Hardware 
 

- Ron Buck Hardware  
 

- CC / Insane Engine Mounts 
 

- Insane Hardware 
 

- Zenoah Engines & Parts 
 

- Prop Shop Props 

45” INSANE MONO 

 

FAST - DURABLE AND DEPENDABLE Insane 
hulls are 1st in quality, when it comes to 
performance. All our hulls have set World and 
National Championship Records for NAMBA and 
IMPBA. 
All our hulls are made of polyester resin made up of 
matt and cloth, so are light and strong. All come in a 
high gloss gelcoat finish 
INSANE GEN 2 CAT 

 
- Stryker II Hydro 
 

- F- 41 Stryker Cat  
 

- Stryker Y6 Mono 
 

- Ask about our ready to run / race 
setups 

 
www.abmarine.co.nz
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